Floats, is primarily concerned with the era of corruption that began in 19S0, and provides only a sketchy version of the CSU story to establish the reason for the SIU arrival in Canada. In this introductory section, however, he recaptures the red-baiting tone set more than 30 years ago by Pat Sullivan, die CSU's most prominent leader in the 1930s and 1940s, and author of Red Sails on the Great Lakes. Jim Green has written a much different book. Against the Tide is based on an oral history project among retired seamen, and was written for a more popular audience. Green is not an experienced writer, still less an academic, and his book is unblushingly partisan in defence of the radicals who once led the union. The differences extend beyond ideology to sources. Kaplan has mined the public archives but not the CSU records, and for the first quarter of his book, leans heavily on previous research. Green has relied almost exclusively on the memories of old-timers and the apparently extensive CSU papers, including huge files of clippings from the daily press. Of the two studies, Green's is more satisfying for its richer texture and sensitivity to the rough-and-tumble labour relations in the maritime industry and for its political honesty, in contrast to Kaplan's polemic against Communism dressed up in objective academic garb. But neither book quite captures the real dynamics of the story that emerge when their versions of events are compared.
The Canadian maritime industry always has been divided between the inland and coastal carriers and die ocean-going merchant marine. In the twentieth century, the deep-sea fleet has expanded only in wartime, and then shrunk into insignificance after hostilities ceased. On the busy Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River shipping routes, a few large companies established their dominance by the 1930s, most prominent among them Canada Steamship Lines. The ocean ports had a less-concentrated ownership structure, but from 1903 the owners co-operated in a strong employers' association known as the Shipping Federation of Canada. Workers in the industry thus faced powerful bosses.
There seldom was as much romance and adventure in the working lives of Canadian sailors as novelists or Hollywood film-makers might suggest Their time on board ship traditionally was constrained by a ship's articles, which bound the crew to specified terms and conditions of employment and penalties for infractions of discipline, and by the Canada Shipping Act, which oudawed desertion and insubordination (including strikes) and buttressed a shipmaster's disciplinary powers with the right to throw a sailor into prison. Under such harsh, quasi-military management, sailors had little or no room to raise complaints about the generallylow wages, poor food, and often-wretched living and working conditions. Kaplan emphasizes this degradation of working seamen, but misses those countervailing qualities of this maritime work world which Green sketches and that help to explain the tough-minded unionism that eventually took root among these workers. The close co-operation demanded in sailors' work and their isolated shipboard social life bred unusually strong bonds among them. The deep-sea crews, in particular, were also typically young and high-spirited, often cocky and restless, certainly proud of their prowess on the high seas and in die taverns and brothels. Most of the swaggering braggadocio had to be saved for shore leave, but, combined with shipboard comradeship, it was a reservoir of militancy and solidarity that the new union could tap.
Canadian shipowners never had countenanced any collective organization among their workers, except for the brief successes of the Knights of Labor on die Great Lakes in the 1880s. They preferred sweetheart deals with labour recruiters hiding behind a union-like name, the most infamous being the National Seamen At die same time, however, we cannot ignore die practical difficulties that die Communist leadership of die CSU created for its members by die dizzying turns of direction that international Communism was demanding in those years. Notably, die union struck a suspicious stance against wartime mobilization before 1941 and tiien, as soon as German tanks rolled into die Soviet Union, abruptiy swung about and signed no-strike pledges to support die war effort Green ignores uiis problem, or tries to argue Uiat die policy zig-zags made some kind of sense domestically. A proper assessment of die period has to take into account diat die party of die Canadian Left that had fired up so many working-class imaginations was weaken-ing the workers' struggles through its willingness to take direction from a distant leadership. That is not the same as claiming a conspiratorial influence by die Evil Empire, as Kaplan's approach suggests. The Canadian radicals made their own. ultimately misguided, choices.
While Kaplan wants us to believe that the Communists were die real cause of die CSU's demise in the late 1940s, die evidence in bom books suggests otherwise. This ebullient union faced the same "holy trinity" that destroyed radical unionism after World War I: employers, international union officials, and die Canadian state. The last word has not been uttered on the agonizing saga of the Canadian seamen's unions. Ultimately, we win need more insights into the nature of the industry itself and its problems, into the changing conditions of life and work for the industry's workers in the postwar period, and into the dynamics of the Communist movement as a social phenomenon, not merely as a pack of conspirators or band of heroes. In this context, as in so many others, we have to work harder at conceptualizing a social history of the working class in postwar Canada. 
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